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Contemplating Cavendish: An Analysis of Reader Marks in Playes 
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American, UK, and Irish libraries.4 Printed by the woman, Alice Warren, for John Martyn and James 
Allestrye, some scholars have estimated that Playes was published in a batch of 100 or so copies; 
however, the exact number has not been determined. In addition to the annotated volume housed in 
New College (BT3.25.10), there are fifteen copies of Playes held in the Bodleian and other Oxford 
college libraries. The fact that these folios survive attests to the efficacy of Cavendish’s investment in 
her printed books, which she intended as her legacy.5 For, as Cavendish writes in a ‘General Prologue’ 
to her plays, 
 

And when as others build them Marble Tombs, 
To inurn their dust, and fretted vaulted
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World (1666) and its tutorial by the Spirits regarding the construction of immaterial worlds.15 They 
insist, in much the same way that Lady Contemplation suggests, that imagined worlds are to be 
preferred to conquered worlds because ‘conquerers seldom enjoy their conquest, for they being more 
feared than loved, most 
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the value of even her most extreme daydreams and fantasies. Importantly, a reader has annotated 
several passages in the copy of Playes held at New College, including descriptions of a river of 
congealed blood and millions of corpses strewn throughout several cities. The reader has also marked 
multiple passages in which Lady Contemplation defends her interiority and resists the encouragement 
of friends to interact more vigorously with the real world. The reader does this in combination with 
making several additional annotations, which include Sir Fancy Poet’s suggestion that scholars are the 
worst thieves (sig. Ccc1V), Poor Virtue’s definition of the conscience as the ‘tenderest part of the soul’ 
(sig. Ddd2v), and Lady Contemplation’s assertion that statesmen and commanders are, and ought to 
be, dissemblers my nature (sig. Kkk1v). There are additional markings in Playes, which include passages 
from Youths Glory and Deaths Banquet, as well as the profile sketches shown above. In each instance, a 
reader, who Poole has suggested was perhaps ‘the college’s most attentive reader of Cavendish’ has 
noted unique and interesting passages, thus signaling a sustained engagement with her dramatic 
works.24


